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Are WTO Dispute Settlement Proceedings
Right For Your Company?

BY HOMER E. MOYER, JR. prevailed in nine cases and lost only two. In some that your case is not strong on the merits. The lens
AND HAL S. SHAPIRO of the disputes in which the United States has pre- through which your case must be evaluated is not

vailed, though, the deleated government has yet to one of equity or U.S. law, but rather the detailed,
Yours may be a company that has experienced comply with the WTO's decision, leaving the sometimes arcane, provisions of applicable WTO

difficulties in achieving full access to targeted for- United States and its affected industries waiting for provisions. If your case is solid, USTR is likely to
eign markets. Tile barriers your company is encoun- meaningful relief in cases that otherwise are appar- be responsive. The United States has been the most

teri_g may be, as most are, the result of governmenl ent victories, active user of WTO disptlte settlement proceedings,
policies or actions, many of which are fruits of To determine whether WTO dispute settlement, having initialed more than 40 cases since January

domestic political pressures. You may have been or the threat of it. can solve your company's for- 1995. Ahhough USTR has fewer than 200 employ-
told that these government policies or practices arc eign-tJ'ade problems, the following are among the ees, il prides itself on lie/turning down cases due to
contrary to the '°WTO obligations" of that country questions you may wish to consider, limited resources. USTR is put in its most awkward

and that the U.S. governmen! may be able to help. Is your complaint with a foreign governme,t, position when it is subjected to intense political
The ultimate lever, you are told, can be a dispute rather than its private sector? The WTO deals pressure to bring or defend a case that is weak on
settlement proceeding at the WTO. exclusively with measures taken by loreign govern- the merits.

This scenario, along with others like il, raises a meats, and WTO cases are g.overnme,_t-to-govern- Hare You Considered the Loopholes? It is pos-
number of questions. Is the WTO-the World Tnlde meat disputes. International trade rules are broad: sible at the WTO to achieve a paper victory that
Organization, which in 1995 became the successor they cover not jusl t_u'iffs and quotas, but also more d(resn't alleviate your trade problem. Under WTO
to the GATT - relevant to your problem? Does subtle barriers such as government regulations and practice, a member-government whose measure has

WTO dispute settlement work for private parties? administrative practices that operate as impedi- been lound to be improper is requested to bring it
As a practical matter, how does it compare with the meats to trade. Generally, however, actions by pri- into conformity with WTO rules. If tha! foreign
traditional ahernatives of litigation, arbitration, rate businesses remain beyond the scope of WTO government declines to do so, it may offer the U.S.

ADR, possible business solutions, and just leaving rules. Thus, if it is action by an international corn- government alternative compensation, or the United
the issue alone? Can the U.S. government really petitor that is keeping your company out of a lot- States may be permitted to take retaliatory action.

help? These, and others listed below, are appropri- cign mzu'ket, the WTO will not be a source of relief. Such compensation or retaliation must be compara-
ale questions for a c(}mpany to ask in deciding how Are you ready to take on a foreign government? hie in value to the value of the trade involved in
- or whether - to challenge ban'iers to entry into Governments, like individuals and corporations, do your dispute; however, it may be wholly unrelated

promising foreign markets, not like 1o be sued. The prospect of an international to your complaint. A few current cases are raising
A Case in Point: Argentine Duties, For one tribunal passing judgment on a country's laws may this spectre. Alternatively, success can be intern-

point of reference, you may wish to consider a raise issues of national pride and sovereignty, plate. In the Argentine c;_se discussed above, for

WTO case brought by the United States against Accordingly. tbreign governments will often fight example, the relief gained has reduced duties on
Argentina. back and may try to make life difficuh for compa- exports of U.S. textile and apparel manufacturers,

In September 1995, the Government of Argentina nies they see as responsible for WTO litigation. As but not on exports of U.S. footwear companies.
announced a sharp increase in its duties on hun- a result, the business stakes lbr your company These companies must await the results of a second

dreds of categories of imported textiles, apparel, should be sig,fificant enough thai it is prepared to case filed against Argentina's footwear duties.
and footwear. Some of the new duties amoumed tt_ stand behind a public accusation tl]at a Ioreign gov- WTO litigation, which is still in its infancy, can
more than double the maximum tariffs to which ernmcnt has fulled to live up to its international be a powerful tool in opening foreign markets to

Argentina had agreed. In addition. Argentina treaty obligations. U.S. companies, and can therelore add significant
imposed a three-percent surcharge on ;dmost all Are your interests parallel with the interests oJ" value for companies seeking to penetrate promising
imports, the U.S. Government? Any U.S. case brought to new markets. At Ihe same time, it is substantially

A number of affected U.S. companies and the the WTO will be lid uated by the U.S. government, different from other, more conventional strategic

Office of the United States Trade Representative U.S. government policies strongly favor the elimi- tools, and using WTO rules and WTO dispute set-
("USTR") viewed Argentina's actions as inconsis- nation of most foreign tr;ide barriers, and USTR has tlement eft_ectively is still an

tariff concessions Argentina made the year before tent with WTO rules. At d_e same time, the U.S. companies willing to becomeduring the Uruguay. Round. The United States corn- government, must deal with, and s:omefimes juggle,,, knowledgeable about WTO

plained to Argentine officials, but Argentina abroad set of policy concerns and national interesL_. _S': _;''_: rules and skilled in taking
remained intransigem. Suing a trading partner usually means suing an ally _ advantage of WTO proce-

In October 1996, USTR initiated dispute settle- and bringing friction to ,'_relationship in which trade H dures, however, the polential

meat proceedings in the WTO. Over a period of is but one consideration. A potential offensive case benefit is improved competi-

several months, a WTO panel of three trade experts may have implications for cases that the United liveness in glob:d markets.
convened, heard the arguments of the parties, and States is defending. For these reasons, considering

issued an opinion finding the duties and lax to be in how the interests of the U.S. government might dif- _ Homer E.Meyer, Jr., former

violation of WTO rules. Argentina appealed the rul- for from your company's inlerests is an essential _ General Court=elof the Depart-

- - mentof Commerce,andHal S.
ing, but the W']'O Appellate Body affirmed the preliminary step. Shapiro, former Associate
panel's decision. Argentina then met with U.S. WiU the U.S. Government take your case? As General Counsel to the U.S.
negotiators and agreed to h)wer its duties to the with commercial litig_tion or arbitration, an objec- TradeRepresentative, practicelaw in the International Group
agreed maximum rate by October 1998 and to tire cvalualioll t)l" Ihc stl"et=gth of your case is an o! Miller& Chevalier, Char-
reduce its import tax from three percent to une-half important threshold consideration. If USTR is hast- terea, in Washington, D.C.
of one percent by January 1999. rant about taking on your cause, the reason may be

Not all WTO cases produce such faw_rable relief

tbr aggrieved U.S. companies or industries. Overall.
however, the relatively brief track record of WTO

dispule settlement is encot,ra_ing. In a number of

cases, USTR has obtained relief without having to _.._
initiate a formal WTO proceeding. In addition, the M I L L E R dr C H E V A L I E R

United States has filed nine cases that it has settled 655 FIFTEENTHSTREET,N.W.,SUITE900
on favorable terms prior to a final WTO decision. In WASHINGTON, D.C.20005-5701
cases in which the United States has gone to a WTO
panel and litigated the matter to conclusion, it has (2021626-51100
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